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TODD SANDERS

Introductions
There are two sides to the
conflict in the skies above
Arkady! …

Aether Captains is an asymmetric
steampunk board game of villainous sky
pirates and heroic naval zeppelins in epic
conflict above the skies of Arkady!

As Commander of the HMS Dauntless
& Dominion, you have been tasked by
the Emperor to defend Grand Compact
from the merciless air pirates threatening
our fair lands. With your staunch crew of
steam welders, engineers, navigators and
gunners you fly with honor into battle.

One player commands the mighty naval
zeppelins of the Grand Compact: Dauntless
and Dominion.

Known and feared, you have risen
through the cutthroat cadres to become
a War-Captain of the Domain of the Air
Pirates. You swear to never rest until the
control of the skies is yours and the Grand
Compact falls!

The remaining players command waves of
attacking sky pirates, each with their own
unique Objectives that may pit them against
any player when it results in the greatest
profit for themselves.
Infamous and feared, you have risen
through the cutthroat cadres to become
a War‐Captain. You swear to never rest
until you control the skies and the Grand
Compact falls!
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Components

2 Arkady boards

6 War-Captain Player Boards

108 Action cards
5 Crew Member cards

14 Crew tokens

16 Occupying
Force tokens

21 Arkady Hex Tiles

2 Navy Commander Miniature Ships

8 Stats Board

8 Objective Cards

6 HMS Dauntless Zeppelin Dice
6 HMS Dominion Zeppelin Dice
2 Pirate Zeppelin Dice
2 Double Zeppelin Dice
2 Steamraven Dice
2 Skystinger Dice
2 Zomby Strike Dice
2 Iron Hammer Dice

10 Firearm tokens
10 Fuel tokens
10 Gold tokens
10 Repair Gear tokens
10 Water Unit tokens

5 City Tiles

1 Neutral Ground Tile

12 War-Captain Miniature Ships
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1 Storm Token

5 12-sided Dice 1 D6 Black die

1 Rulebook

1 Cloth Bag

Winning the game
Navy Commander: In order to claim victory, the Navy
Commander must destroy a certain number of ships. The exact
number is dependent upon the number of War-Captain players:
a) 2 ships vs 1 War-Captain,
b) 4 ships vs 2 War-Captains,
c) 6 ships vs 3 War-Captains,
and d) 8 ships vs 4 War-Captains.
War-Captains: In order to claim victory, the War-Captains
must complete their Objectives.

Set-up
Building Arkady: The 26 hex tiles are divided as follows:

the yellow border represents the Grand Compact territory, and
the grey border represents the Domain of the Air Pirates. 5 of the
tiles represent cities of the Grand Compact. There is also and the
Neutral Ground-board. Shuffle the tiles except the cities, and form
a stack. You will build the map of Arkady around the Neutral
Ground tile in circular formation, making 2 circles as the image
shows. For every 4 Arkady tiles you place, you add 1 city tile and
so on until all hex tiles are placed.

NOTE: The northern most hex tile must
always be “Sky” because it is always the
starting point for
the Navy Commander.
Place the Storm token on the Neutral Ground along with the black
d6 die.
Divide the Crew tokens into 2 stacks (one for the Commander and
one for the War-Captains) and place them
face down on the neutral ground. Each faction’s Crew tokens are
indicated by the crest on the back side.

Arkady Crest

(for the Navy Commander)
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War-Captains Crest

Cities of the Grand Compact
Each City offers a different resource as well as a defense
power that is depicted on the City tiles.
•Etherton , an industrial stronghold in the
mountains.

Etherton provides Firearms.

•Perium is the Grand Compact’s strongest bastion
against the Air Pirates. Bordering the Pirates’
domain, Perium remains ever on guard against
major incursions. It is also a large center of mining
for the Grand Compact.

Perium provides Gold.

• Mavery, with its vast wheat fields and rich soil,
provides the food to feed the populace of the Grand
Compact.

Mavery provides Fuel.

• Antara , along with Kestral is a crossroads of trade.

Antara provides Repair Gear.

Neutral Ground:

Neutral Ground is an area
that is controlled by no one. There the War-Captain Pirates
and the Navy Commander can find new Crew. Movement
across the Arkady map is based on wind direction as
shown on the Neutral Ground tile. Place the Storm token on
the Neutral Ground along with the black d6 die.

Resources:

Each City provides a different resource.
While War-Captains use some resources for the completion of Objectives, most are used by all players and are of
equivalent importance. Gather each resource type and place
it next to Arkady to be accessible by all the players.

1.Fuel :

Allows to players to move through the
tiles all over Arkady.

2.Firearms:

Allow to players to perform their
attacks.
•Easley by the River, where students from all over
Arkady come to study at the University, is the oldest
center of learning in the world.

Easley provides Water.

Shuffle the 5 City tiles and then place one randomly in each of the
City-hex spaces. These tiles represent the defense value of the City
on which they are placed.
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3.Imperial Gold:

Allow to players to recruit Crew
Members.

4.Repair Gear & Water:
Allow to players to complete some of
the Objectives.

The Navy Commander

War-Captain Pirate
Each War-Captain Pirate player receives:

The Navy Commander player receives:

1 Flagship Board, and 1 Ship-Die that will be the
Flagship and must be the same as the one that is depicted
on the board.

1 Arkady board when he plays against 1-2 War-Captains, and 2 Arkady boards when he plays against 3-4
War-Captains.

1 Objective. Shuffle the Objective cards and deal
two cards to each War-Captain (player). Each
War-Captain chooses one of the two Objectives
and then discards the other.

The HMS Dominion dice-ship (left) or Dauntless (right)
when the game is for 2-3 players and both dice-ships
when the game is for 4-5 players. Each Commander’s ship
has different layout color.

2 additional Ship-Dice and 3 miniature ships in
the color of their choice. After all War-Captains
have chosen their Flagships, gather all of the
remaining Ship-Dice in the middle of the table.
The WarCaptains then take turns choosing one
of the additional Ship-Dice each until none
remain (Draft Mode).
1 Stats board of their choice. If a player choose
one of the 2 Stats Boards with the full max store
options, then he must pay a penalty. Therefore
he takes 1 Objective and he must complete that.
1 Crew card, 1 12-sided die in the same color as
the miniature ships, 3 Fuel tokens.
5 Occupying Force tokens matching the color
of the miniature ships
6 Action cards for each of the selected ShipDice. Each Ship-Die has a set of 6 Action cards.
See below, regarding how you must use Action
cards and ShipDice.

A matching Commander’s miniature ship/s, depending on
the number of the players.

x5
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The Navy Commander

War-Captain Pirate
Flagship Board: The left side of the

board features quick reference rules. The 3
squares are Ship-Dice slots. Choose where
each die will be placed. Each slot is marked
with a different miniature ship. Use the
miniature ships to move through the hex tiles,
as shown in the image below. When the WarCaptain is ready to attack with one of their
ships, the player takes the equivalent ShipDie and places it on the Navy Commander’s
board (refer to the section labelled Actions
for more information). The Stats board is
added to each Flagship board. Place the
equivalent Fuel tokens in the designated Fuel
slots, then place resources in the Resource
slots. Any Crew Members recruited during
the game will be placed in the Storage slots.

The brown 12-sided die (referred to as a D12). 1
Crew card (indicated by the Arkady Crest):
18 Action Cards corresponding to your chosen
ship when the game is for 2-3 players and 36
when the game is for 4-5 players. The back of the
cards features the Arkady Crest.

NAVY COMMANDER BOARD:

There are 6 types of War-Captain ships. Each one has a zeppelin
icon with a number on the upper left corner that represents its Attack
value, and a cogwheel icon with a number on the bottom left corner
that represents its Strength value. The starting face of each Ship-Die is
represented by the nuke icon on the top right corner:

The left side of the board features quick reference rules,
while the Combat Grid is located on the right side of the
board. Place the zeppelin-dice in the middle of the grid on the
hourglass symbols. The zeppelin consists of 6 dice, numbered
1 through 6. There are 4 die faces for each ship section
(with 2 faces on the ends showing a cross section through
the ship), these ship sections will rotate as your ship takes
on damage (indicated by explosion icons). As the dice faces
rotate, attack, defense and movement roll values will change.
The images below depict how both ships change as they
receive damage (from left to right).

1. Zomby Strike: Attack: 7, Strength: 2
2. Skystinger: Attack: 4, Strength: 6
3. Steamraven: Attack: 7, Strength: 3
4. Iron Hammer: Attack: 4, Strength: 4
5. Double Zeppelin: Attack: 4, Strength: 5
6. Pirate Zeppelin: Attack: 6, Strength: 4

DAUNTLESS

Each time a ship takes damage, rotate the die clockwise to the next
adjacent side showing the next consecutively smaller Strength
value . (Refer to the example below): Note: When a Ship-Die is
destroyed, it cannot be repaired.
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War-Captain Pirate

The Navy Commander
HMS DAUNTLESS ANATOMY

(example)

ENTRY POINT

Four of the ship sections (marked 1, 2, 4, and 5 in the upper
left corner) are gun emplacements and are used to attack the
War-Captains. They are designated with a red circle and a
number; small white squares designate gun ranges used during
an attack.

When the game begins, the War-Captains, in turn order, will place
each of their ships on the Arkady map as shown by the Entry Points
as indicated on the Objective Cards. If the Entry Point is a City then is
not in the possession of the War-Captain.

One of the ship sections (marked 6) is the engine and is
used to move the ship. It is designated with a green circle
and a number. An X inside the green circle indicates that the
Commander must spend 2 moves in order to move once.
All ship sections also have a blue circle with a number that
designates the defense value of each section.

During the course of the game players will roll a 12-sided
die and check the result against the numbered circles. If
the rolled value is higher than the value in the colored
circle, the roll is successful.

WINNING THE GAME

The War-Captains have to complete their selected objective in order
to win the game. In addition to the personal objective, there is also a
common “objective” for all War-Captains. For the basic game, this

ENTRY POINT

When the game begins, the Navy Commander places his ship
on the northern most hex space of Arkady.

objective is to destroy a certain number of sections from any of the
Navy Commander’s ships. The exact number is dependent on the
number of War-Captain players: a) one ship section from the Navy
Commander’s ship when one or two War-Captains play against the
Navy Commander, b) two ship sections from any of the Navy Commander’s ships when three or four War-Captains play against the
Navy Commander. The winner is determined at the end of the

WINNING THE GAME

The Navy Commander must destroy two ships for each WarCaptain player. These ships need not belong to any specific
War-Captain. Example: If the Navy Commander plays against
two War-Captains, he must destroy four ships in total (either
two ships from each War-Captain or three from one and one
from the other).

War-Captains’ round.

ROUND OVERVIEW

The War-Captains and the Navy Commander have a different set of
Actions to choose from. First all War-Captains play, beginning with
the War-Captain players sitting to the left of the Navy Commander
and lastly, the Navy Commander plays.

ROUND OVERVIEW

The Navy Commander plays after all War-Captains’ turns are
complete.
1. The Navy Commander chooses Action cards equal to 6 or
less points, then places them face down and triggers them in
order.
2. Each time an Action card is triggered, its effect is activated
immediately.
3. All activated Action cards are placed in the discard pile.
When all Action cards are played, reshuffle them and form a
new Action Deck.
4. He can activate a Crew member at any time during his turn
or during the turn of any of the other players (depending the
effect of that Crew member).
5. At the end of the round, roll the black d6 3 times in order to
determine the direction in which the Storm (token) will be
placed.

1. The War-Captain chooses Action cards equal to 6 or less points,
then places them face down and triggers them in order.
2. Each time an Action card is triggered, its effect is activated
immediately.

3. All activated Action cards, are placed in the discard pile. When all
Actions are played, reshuffle them and form a new Action Deck.

4. He can activate a Crew member at any time during his turn or
during the turn of any of the other players (depending the effect of
that Crew member).
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War-Captain Pirate

The Navy Commander
If the Storm movement ends on an occupied hex space, it

Each War-Captain has a deck of Action cards. He can choose his
Actions during his turn based on a “limited selection system”.
Each War-Captain can choose 3 Action cards during their turn
and keep them hidden. These cards must be placed faced down
on the table in the order the War-Captain wishes to active them.
These Actions can be applied to any of his ships in any order.

delivers 1 damage on each ship on the hex. The Navy
Commander chooses which section of his ship the
damaged will be applied to. The player should refer to the
numbers on the Neutral Ground tile in order to determine
to the Storm’s movement. See the example below:

1st roll of the die. The roll is 1, so the Storm is moving to
the hex space marked 1 in the Neutral Ground.

Move: Before choosing this Action, verify the amount of fuel
remaining in the Resource section of the Stats board. With this
Action a player can move each of their ships to an adjacent hex
tile. Movement across the Arkady map is based on wind direction. If the player has available Fuel, they may choose to move
against the direction of the wind. If this action is chosen the
player must spend 1 Fuel token.
Storm Direction: At the end of each round, roll the D6 in
order to determine the wind direction. The die roll shows where
the storm is moving. See back side of the northern most hex tile!
Example: Roll shows 3. After the roll, the direction for the next
round will be South and East. Although number 3 shows only
East, you will also count a send number, the next bigger one,
which is 4, so also South will be included in the wind direction.
If the War-Captains want to move from position A to position
B, then they follow the wind direction. But if they want to move
from B to A, then they must move against the wind, therefore,
they must spend 1 Fuel token. (See image on next page.)
NOTE: 1 Fuel token is enough to move all
the ships of a War-Captain.

2nd roll of the die. The roll is 2. On the Neutral Ground

the number 2 shows a direction of up and to the right, so

the Storm is moving to that hex space. (See image on next
page.)
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Storm Effect: Except the wind direction, there is also the Storm Effect

3rd roll of the die. The roll is 2. On the Neutral Ground the
number 2, shows a direction of up and to the right, so the
Storm is moving to that hex space, but because there are
no further hex tiles in that direction, the Storm appears on
the other side of the map. (See image below.)

that it is described in the round of the Navy Commander. Storms affect WarCaptains in the following ways:
a) War-Captains can’t enter a hex tile when the Storm token is on it.
b) If a War-Captain is on a hex tile and the Storm ends on that tile, the
ship/s of the War-Captain receive instantly 1 damage each.
c) A War-Captain can escape the Storm only if they have a Fuel token
to spend. If there is no available Fuel, the War-Captain’s turn ends
immediately.

Reasons to move to a City: To collect Resources

or take control of the City and occupy it, if directed to by an Objective card.
Occupying a City involves the following steps:
1. A War-Captain can move one or all of their ships to the City listed on
the Objective card and then choose the “Attack” action. Each City has a
different defense number.
2. Roll the D12 three times. The attack is successful if the number that was
rolled is equal to or greater than the defense value of the City. To take over
a City, 2 successful attacks are needed. When a War-Captain takes control
of a City, he can place one of his Occupying Force tokens on it to indicate
ownership. Each token has a number on it: 1, 2, or 3. When the chosen
token is placed on that City, its defense is increased. For example, If the
City has a defense of 4 and the Occupying Force token of 3 is added, then
the defense of the City is now 7. In order to gain Resources from this City
the Navy Commander must first liberate the City.
+

=7

is the new defense value of the occupied City.
(Continue on Next Page.)
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As long as a War-Captain has a ship in an occupied City under his
control, he has the right to take 1 resource from the City without rolling
the D12 (except if his ship does not have enough storage space or all
resource tiles have been taken from the City) and he is also protected
from any attacks from the Navy Commander. The Navy Commander
must first liberate the City and then attack the War-Captain.

The Navy Commander
The Navy Commander has a deck of Action cards and can
choose his Actions during his turn based on a “points
system”. Each Action has a specific cost as noted on each
Action card. The Navy Commander has 6 points to spend
to select the Actions he wants. Below you see an Action card.

NOTE: the Action card Force Majeure can be
used to allow the Navy Commander to move 1
ship of the War-Captain to another space and
then attack it.

On the top left and right side , you see the icon
of the ship corresponding to the ship you have chosen.

NOTE: A War-Captain may never try to occupy
Neutral Ground.

On the bottom right side , you see the cost of that

Action.

When a War-Captain owns a City, any other WarCaptains who visit
that City can freely take 1 Resource per round without rolling the D12.

On the bottom left side , you see the numerical
order (1/18, 2/18, etc.). This is how you will know if you miss
any cards from your deck.

A War-Captain can take the control of a City from another WarCaptain by performing an Attack on that City. In order to do so, a WarCaptain follows the same procedure regarding how to occupy a City
(see page 9, right column “Reasons to move to a City”). The difference
here is that the War-Captain chooses one of their Occupying Force
tokens, discards the token that belongs to the previous owner of the
City and then places his token on that City. The City then has a new
defense value.

Collect Resources: A War-Captain can move to the City of his

choice in order to collect a Resource but must first choose the “Collect
Resources Action”. If he rolls a number lower than six, he takes 1
Resource token and places it on an open slot on his board’s Resource
section. If he rolls a number equal to or greater than 6, he may choose
to take 2 Resource tokens but he loses 1 Action in the next round. He
may still choose to take only 1 Resource and keep all of his Actions in
the next round.

The Navy Commander chooses the Action cards he wants
and places each Action card face down on the table in any
order he wants, from the left to the right. When the Navy
Commander’s turn comes, he will activate each Action card
one by one, from the left to the right (reveal Action card,
trigger the effect, reveal the next Action card and so on).

Recruit: A War-Captain may recruit an available Crew Member by
choosing “Recruit” as well as a “Move” action and then move to the
Neutral Ground tile. Each Crew Member has a different ability as

Move : Selecting this Action, move your ship to an adjacent
space on the Arkady map. If, upon moving, a pirate ship is
in an adjacent hex or on the same hex tile you may perform
an attack if you have chosen the “Attack” action as well
during your turn.

shown on the Crew card. The War-Captain must pay 1 Gold token to
take a crew member of their choice. He then places the token on his
board face down. He may trigger their ability at any time. After using

their ability, the Crew Member remains on the WarCaptain’s board face
up.

Note: As long as your engine section (the 6th die) does not
show an “X” icon, you may move normally. If enough damage
has been taken and the engine section is destroyed, you must
trigger a “Double Move ” action in order to move the
ship one hex.

X

Why the Crew Member remains on the board?

A War-Captain can recruit a Crew Member of their choice
and use it with two ways: a) place that Crew Member on
the storage place of a War-Captain’s ship and trigger
it ability at any time, b) after that ability is triggered
the War-Captain can choose to leave that Crew Member
on board in order to complete his Objective (there are
Objectives that require the transfer of 1 or more Crew
Members to a specific area.

or

double
Move
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The Navy Commander

War-Captain Pirate

Double Move: This action works as a “Move Action”, but
the ship can move twice. Movement across the Arkady map
is based on wind. If the Navy Commander chooses to move
against the wind, he must select the Double Move Action and
move 1 hex OR reduce his next round’s available Action points
by 1. Example: the player will have 6 Action Points this round,
but only 5 Action Points next round.
Repair-Upgrade: This Action allows the War-Captain Repair or
Upgrade a single ship

REPAIR: This ability allows a War-Captain to attempt to make mid
air repairs to a chosen ship. Rotate the ship to its previous Strength
value. Example:

Reasons to move to a City: To liberate it from

occupying Pirate forces and attack the War-Captains or to
collect Resources. To liberate a City, choose any “Attack Action”,
then roll the D12 three times. If the 2 attacks are successful,
then the City is free. The Occupying Force token is the removed
from the City and is excluded from the rest of the game.
Steamraven is a ship that has original Strength 3.
A previous attack damaged the ship, reducing its Strength to 2. With
Repair-Upgrade, the War-Captain can increase the Strength by 1.

Collect Resources: The Emperor always provides the

Navy Commander with Fuel units. He does not need to buy
any Fuel as a Collect Resource action. If the Navy Commander
moves to an unoccupied city and has chosen the Collect
Resources action, he then rolls the D12. If the number rolled
is higher than the number marked on the City space, he
may receive 1 Resource. The Navy Commander can carry a
maximum combination of 6 Resources and Crew Members, 1
for each section of his ship.

UPGRADE: This aility allows a ship’s Strength to be increased
beyond its starting maximum. When a Ship is upgraded, the
background color changes.

Recruit: The Navy Commander may recruit an available

Crew Member by choosing “Recruit” as well as a “Move”
action. Move to the Neutral Ground tile and pay 1 Gold to
select a chosen Crew Member. Each Crew Member has a
different ability as shown on the Crew card and each ability
can be used only once. After the ability is used, the Crew
member is removed from the game.

This Action focuses on one ship, even if it is in a hex space with other
ships. You can either Repair or Upgrade that ship.

Camouflage: Allows a War-Captain to avoid an attack for the
current round. This Action targets a single hex space and affects all of
the controlling player’s ships that occupy that space.

Note: If a section of the ship is damaged during an
attack, any resources or Crew Members stored in
that section is placed back on its origin city or, in
the case of the Crew Member, back on the Neutral
Ground tile. (The Navy Commander can store one
Resource or one Crew Member in each section of
his ship).

Attack: If one or more of a War-Captain’s ships are in an adjacent
space to any of the Navy Commander’s ships, the War-Captain
can initiate an attack at the beginning of his turn. The War-Captain
declares his intention to attack and combat then takes place on the
combat grid of the Navy Commander’s board.
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War-Captain Pirate

The Navy Commander
Telescope: Choose a player and view his chosen Action

The War-Captain takes the equivalent ship-dice and places them on the
grid, which is numbered 1- 12.

cards. The Navy Commander may choose to re-order the
selected Action cards for the next round. This action will
affect only a single player.

For each ship the War-Captain wants to place on that grid, he first rolls
the D12 and then places the ship on the slot that corresponds to the
number rolled. If the same value is rolled again, then then the 2nd ship
is placed behind the first. If the same value is rolled a third time, then the
3rd ship is moved to the next or previous numbered slot, depending the
War-Captain’s choice.

Force Majeure: : Choose a player and move each of
his ships from their current position to an adjacent space.
This Action focuses on a ship of the Navy Commander’s
choice. With this Action, the Navy Commander can move
another player’s ship even if it is on the Neutral Ground
tile, is within an occupied City or has been camouflaged.

Each of the Ships-Dice attacks once to the Section they are facing. Roll
the D12 for each one. If the rolled value is higher than the attacking
number of that Ship-Die, the attack is successful. Then the Navy
Commander rolls a D12 for the particular ship section that was attacked.

Attack:

If the Navy Commander’s ship is in an adjacent
space to any of the War-Captains’ ships, the Navy
Commander can initiate an attack, but he must first choose
the “Attack Action”. This Action focuses on a hex space.
The Navy Commander can attack all ships in that space,
provided that they belong to a specific WarCaptain. The
Navy Commander declares the attack and moves to the
Combat Grid on his board. He then chooses where to place
the targeted ships.

If the roll value is higher than the blue defense value, the Navy
Commander’s defenses hold and the War-Captain’s attack fails. No
damage is incurred.
If the roll value is less than or equal to the blue defense number, the
Navy Commander’s defense has failed and that counts as 1 damage to
that ship section.

See image below:

Rotate the Navy Commander’s Ship-Die section counterclockwise one
quarter turn to the next damage die face as show in the image below. On
the left side, the ship is intact. But after 2 successful attacks on Sections
2 and 5, the dice faces are rotated. Attack and Defense values, and gun
ranges change for both dice sections.

The War-Captain then places the equivalent ship-dice on
the grid. The War-Captain may then spend a Fuel token
and move one or all of his Ship-Dice from where the Navy
Commander has placed them to an adjacent slot. To attack,
the Navy Commander rolls his D12 for each gun. In the
above example there are guns in the Sections: 1, 2, 4, and 5.
Each Section can attack once.
Guns are indicated on Ship sections by the white square
icons.
These squares also indicate the range of the guns. 3 squares
means that gun has a range of 3 orthogonal grid spaces
outward or along the sides of the Commander’s ship to a
War-Captain’s Ship-die position. See image on next page on
how each Section attacks the War-Captains’ ships:
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The Navy Commander

War-Captain Pirate
Bomb Launch Attack : This Action works exactly like the
Attack Action but allows the Navy Commander to attack twice
with his guns. The Navy Commander must possess two Firearms
tokens in order to activate this Action.

IMPORTANT

Your Flagship is protected as long as is
moving side by side with at least one of your
ships. In that case the Navy Commander
cannot attack it. Also Force Majeure does
not work on Flagship. The Navy Commander
can attack the Flagship only if he first
destroys the rest of your ships. If you lose
your Flagship you are eliminated from the
game.

Section 1 attacks one ship. There are 2 choices (blue arrows)
– either attack one the ship on the left side or the ship on the
right.
Section 2 attacks one ship. There are 3 choices (green
arrows) - either attack one of the two ships on the left side
or the ship on the right. This section’s guns have a range of
3 so they can reach all 3 ships.

SPECIAL NOTES
w If a War-Captain loses his ships due to the Storm
Effect, it does not count toward
victory for the Commander.
w Each ship receives 1 damage for each round that
they remain in the Neutral Ground.
w Hex spaces that feature a target icon
automatically inflict 1 damage to any ship
that passes through them. This damage is
inflicted each round that a ship remains in
these spaces.

Section 4 attacks one ship. There are 3 choices (pink
arrows) – either attack one of the two ships on the left side
or the ship on the right. This section’s guns have a range of
3 so they can reach all 3 ships.
The Navy Commander must designate which gun will be
used to hit which pirate ship if there is more than one target.
The player may use any recruited Crew Members that
modify the attack roll or interfere with the attack. He then
rolls the D12 and compares the value to the red number
indicated on the ship section containing the gun to see if it is
successful. If the rolled value is higher than the red number,
then the attack is successful. Then the Navy Commander
rerolls the D12 and divides the value by 3, rounding down,
to determine the damage value for that gun’s attack. Rotate
the War-Captain’s Ship-Die to the next lowest hit point
number, one point for each point of damage that was dealt
to that ship. Example: Assuming the damage is 2, the
dice rotates as the image shows from the left to the right
from the Strength 5, to Strength 3:
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The Navy Commander
If the War-Captain’s ship’s damage goes below 1, that ship has
been destroyed and the Navy Commander’s job has gotten a bit
easier.

Bomb Launch Attack: This Action works exactly like
the Attack Action but allows the Navy Commander to attack
twice with his guns. However, using this Action reduces the
Navy Commander’s Actions by 1 in the next round.

Long Range Attack: The Navy Commander can attack
1 ship of his choice at any distance. He does not have to follow
the same procedure as a normal Attack Action. Instead, he
chooses the section of his ship that will attack (of those with
gun icons shown on the ship section), rolls the D12 and, if
the value is higher than the red number of that section, he
rerolls the D12 and divides by 3 to determine the final damage
amount. Using this Action has a penalty. The defense values of
all sections of the Navy Commander’s ship will not be
valid during the next round of play.

SPECIAL NOTES
w If a War-Captain loses his ships due to the
Storm Effect, it does not count toward victory
for the Commander.
w Each ship receives 1 damage for each round
that they remain in the Neutral Ground.
w Hex spaces that feature a target icon
automatically inflict 1 damage to any ship that
passes through them. This damage is inflicted
each round that a ship remains in these spaces.
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